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Abstract: When the expanding utilization of cell phones in mobile social networks (MSNs) are turning into an interwoven part of individuals' lives there are numerous security protecting profile matching principle. In the event that we consider the client profile distinctive clients will have diverse occurrences of profiles so we will group the profile of clients into their non-anonymity, contingent secrecy, and full obscurity. The primary point is to focus the general likeness of two profiles as opposed to their connection in specific qualities. It checks whether the difference measure of the two profiles is large, equivalent or littler than predefined edge esteem. We can actualize the above matching plan. In existing structure the whole clients straight forwardly circulate their complete profiles for others to interest. In this paper a profile matching application is actualized which helps the customer to find the people whose profile is best matched with different people. It proposes the security convention which helps from profiling, builds the protection with the goal that less data about the client profile is uncovered. To give security to the data some exceptional conventions like ICPM, IPPM, ECPM and ECPM+ are making used.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Social network processes and functionalities are required in so many circumstances like data integration, information retrieval, etc. To scope this, user profiles are required and should match. The tendency in social networks is not fully well-matched with this hypothesis since users be disposed to create more than one social network account by having same or different email addresses. In this work, there are some reports that the tricky of matching profiles which range by only if a suitable matching framework is able to consider all the profile attributes. This basis allow users to give more importance to some attributes and give each attribute a different similarity measure. Social networking makes digital communication technologies sharpening tools for extending the social circle of people. It has already become an integral part of our daily lives, enabling us to contact our friends and families on time. To overcome the privacy violation in MSNs, many privacy enhancing techniques are implemented. For example, when two users encounter in the MSNs, privacy-preserving profile matching acts as a critical initial step to help users, especially strangers. The collective goal of these mechanism is to allow the handshake between two users if both users gratify each other's condition while eradicating the redundant information leak if they are not.

The web site not only to read information, make business, connect pages, but also it was destined to be a social device for users, social networking has become an vital part of the online activities on the web. In essence, each social network offers particular services and functionalities that target a well-defined community in the real world. The main objective is to provide detailed anonymity analysis and show the relation between pseudonym change and anonymity variation for the iCPM and the iPPM with full anonymity it show that the use of these protocols does not affect user anonymity level and users are able to preserve their privacy. Here, the performance of three proposed protocols eCPM, iCPM, and iPPM are
studied in terms of statement overhead and anonymity strength. When considering anonymity, the case will be measured that users have different values for any given attribute. Non-distinct attribute values a comparison operations ‘≥’ and ‘≤’ will be considered in future work. As a future work, we are planning to further explore and propose more exciting intersocial Operations and functionalities.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Friend based on private profile matching allows two users to match their personal profiles without disclosing them to each other. There are two mainstreams of approaches to solve this problem. One category measures the social proximity by private vector dot product [1], [2], [10]. The another category provides private attributes matching based on private set intersection (PSI) and private cardinality of set intersection (PCSI), [9], [7]. Many social networking services are available on mobile phones (e.g., Juice Caster, Moco Space and Wi-Fi Face [3]) and majority of them are location-aware (e.g., Four Square, Bright Kite and Loopt). They rely on public-key cryptosystem and homomorphism encryption, which results in expensive computation cost and usually requires a trusted third party. Multiple rounds of interactions are required to perform the presetting (e.g. exchange public keys) and private matching between each pair of users. Moreover, most protocols are unverifiable: there lack efficient methods to verify the result. Furthermore, in these approaches, matched users and unmatched users all get involved in the expensive computation and find out their matching results with the initiator. These limitations hold back the adoption of the SMC related private matching methods in MSN. Magnet U [11] matches one with nearby people for dating, friend-making. Small-talks [8] connect proximate users based on common interests. These applications use profiles to facilitate friend between proximate strangers and enable privacy preserving people searching to some extent. In existing service, have so many protocols and based on that particular service protocols privacy preserving has been developed like ICPM, ECPM+ in order have less prone attacks and attribute comparison secured protocols are used for further security issues which is higher than existing protocols.

3. PROFILE MATCHING:

Profile matching means two users comparing their personal profiles and is often the first step towards effective PMSN. It, however, conflicts with users growing privacy concerns about disclosing their personal profiles to complete strangers before deciding to interact with them [1]. The Concept of Profile Matching is as follows:

A boom in mobile hand-held devices greatly enriches the social networking applications. Many social networking services are available on mobile phones (e.g., Juice Caster, Moco Space and Wi-Fi Face [4]) and majority of them are location-aware. However, most of them are designed for facilitating people connections based on their real life social relationship [5], [6]. There is an increasing difficulty of befriending new people or communicating with strangers while protecting the privacy of real personal information. Friend and communication are two important basic functions of social networks. When people join social networks, they usually begin by creating a profile, and then interact with other users. Profile matching is a common and helpful way to make new friends with common interests or to search for experts [7]. Some applications help a user automatically find users with similar profile within a certain distance. For example, in the social network Color, people in close proximity (within 50 meters) can share photos automatically based on their similarity. Magnet U [11] matches one with nearby people for dating, friend-making. Small-talks [8] connect proximate users based on common interests. These applications use profiles to facilitate friend between proximate strangers and enable privacy preserving people searching to some extent.
Fig 1. Profile matching

4. PRIMITIVES:

A. Privacy Preservation: The privacy is the right to be let alone and it is the right to keep the disclosure of personal information safe from others. Privacy implications associated with online social networking depend on the level of identifiability of the information provided, it’s possible recipients, and its possible uses.[1][3] It is relatively easy for anyone to gain access to it. By joining the network, hacking the site, or impersonating a user by stealing his password. Stalking to identity theft. Personal data are generously provided and limiting privacy preferences are sparingly used.

B. Homomorphic Encryption: There are several existing Homomorphic encryption schemes that support different operations such as addition and multiplication on ciphertexts. By using these schemes, a user is able to process the encrypted plaintext without knowing the secret keys. Due to this property, Homomorphic encryption schemes are widely used in data aggregation and computation specifically for privacy-sensitive content. Here the Homomorphic encryption scheme that serves a building block of our proposed profile matching protocols is reviewed[3].

5. FLOWCHART AND ALGORITHM

For security purpose homomorphic encryption is used, there are several encryption schemes which are present that support several operations on cipher texts. Mainly, AES algorithm is used for securing purpose.

Fig 2. AES Scenario

ALGORITHM

Step 1: Register for login.

Step 2: New user will create profile.

Step 2: Creating attribute values for the new user.

Step 3: Profile creation is done.

Step 4: Login for viewing profiles.

Step 5: Enter attribute values for matching.

Step 6: View existing profile.

Step 7: Check whether the attributes are matched or not.

Step 8: when user browses other profile then the profile is completely visible when majority of attributes are matched.
Step 9: if attribute values are not matched the profile is not completely shown.

**FLOWCHART**

By using protocols like iCPM, ECPM can preserve the profiles. The eCPM enables the initiator to obtain the comparison-based matching result about a specified attribute in their profiles, while preventing their attribute values from disclosure. We then propose an implicit Comparison-based Profile Matching protocol (iCPM) which allows the initiator to directly obtain some messages instead of the comparison result from the responder. The messages unrelated to user profile can be divided into multiple categories by the responder. The initiator implicitly chooses the interested category which is unknown to the responder. Two messages in each category are prepared by the responder, and only one message can be obtained by the initiator according to the comparison result on a single attribute.

**7. CONCLUSIONS**

The diverse Profile Matching Techniques are utilized for portable social organize by contrasting and distinctive systems built with respect to their execution. The security is the significant issue for profile matching in versatile interpersonal organization, utilizing upgraded conventions the best strategy is to be actualized which are less inclined to assaults which doesn’t uncover profile data and requires less correspondence expense and calculation cost.
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